Abstract. This paper addresses a problem of personalized information delivery related to the Web, that is based on user profiling. Different approaches to user profiling have been developed. When the user profiling is used for personalization in the context of Web, we can talk about Web personalization. There are three main groups of approaches: content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and Web usage mining. We provide an overview of them including recent research results in the area with especial emphases on user profiling in the perspective of Semantic Web applications.
Introduction
We live in a society in which computers and the Internet are widely used for accessing different kinds of information. Today, it is not enough that computers are capable of performing complex tasks in reasonable time and storing huge amounts of data, they also need to be accessible to a wider community. This includes development of natural and adaptive multimodal interfaces that respond intelligently; the development of semantic-based and context-aware systems to acquire, organize, process, share and use the knowledge embedded in multimedia content; and the construction of physically instantiated or embodied systems that can perceive, understand and interact with their environment, and evolve in order to achieve human-like performance [66] . Personalized information delivery based on user and document profiling is an important step in making computers helpful and accessible to a wider community. In connection to the World Wide Web that greatly contributes to the growing number of computer users, we talk about Web personalization. Web personalization in the broadest sense of the term denotes the process of personalizing Web sites according to the specific user's profile to achieve more efficient Web browsing. By Web browsing, we mainly refer to the ability of the user to easily find relevant items (contents). User's browsing efficiency is increased by altering the Web sites' structures, and by employing recommender systems to produce user-tailored recommendations.
In addition to constructing a user profile based on observing the user behavior (clicked hyperlinks on the Web page, content of the read text documents), the user can explicitly provide feedback to the system (eg., labeling Web page as interesting or not, rating music or video -important in collaborative filtering) or provide virtual examples to the system that will result in refining a part of the user profile.
The ways that are employed for Web personalization are mainly: (i) content-based filtering, (ii) collaborative filtering, and (iii) Web usage mining. They are presented in Section 4, Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. Section 2 gives a brief discussion on user profiling related to the Semantic Web while Section 3 discusses different specifics when dealing with Web data. We conclude the paper by discussing some challenges of the area in Section 7.
User Profiling for Semantic Web
As semantic web is gaining popularity and raising hopes of many, we provide a brief discussion on user profiling in the context of semantic web. We can say that semantic web is a web supporting "machines talking to other machines" (instead of "people talking to machines" as in the traditional web sense) by explicitly providing semantic data, such as higher-level information about the web page (eg., functionality of a web service provided in the web page or topic category of the web page content). Although machines could be quite "busy" talking to other machines there still needs to be some space left also for human users in the whole process and there is where the "user profiling" comes into the play. Technically speaking, semantic web is mainly about the data that are selfexplanatory, or in other words, about the data which are annotated in some standard fashion, which allow other efficient computer-to-computer communication for the final purpose of building better services for the endusers. Since in general the data can be in most cases understood in more then one way, especially if we are talking about the more abstract categories, which cannot be annotated very explicitly, one of the possible sources of the annotations (meta-data) may come also from the information about the user. The information about the user can be represented in several ways. Typically, if we are talking about more abstract and aggregated information, we talk about "user profiles" or "user models" which have the main characteristic of being able to generalize the collected data about the user behavior (such as click-stream data for user's browsing behavior). Such "user-models" are then further used for annotating the data in the way that web services are able to deliver personalized information aiming at increase of the user efficiency when communicating with the computer.
To conclude this short introduction about the relation of user profiling to semantic web, we could say that user profiling is an important source of metadata about the user perspective about the data understanding. In particular, this enables to compensate differences in the understanding of data semantics by alternative annotation, which is more of the soft nature. The Demographic Data. The demographic data was explicitly given by the users, filling out surveys and questionnaires. Such way of data gathering is usually not well accepted by the users. They tend to skip the fill-out process or provide false information. Thus, this kind of data is usually not available, except in cases, where the user directly benefits from providing correct information.
Data Preprocessing
The first phase of the Web personalization process is the data preprocessing phase [e.g. 37] . Since the demographic data is usually unavailable, we will exclude this kind of data from the process. The Web site structure, on the other hand, skips the data preparation phase, since the data is already "prepared" by the Web site designer or by the structure generator. This means that the data preparation phase can be divided into two sub-phases: (i) the Web access data preparation sub-phase and (ii) the content data preparation sub-phase.
Web access data preparation. The result of the Web access data preparation sub-phase is a large and sparse user-by-item (content) matrix which goes well with the collaborative filtering methods. For the purposes of Web usage mining, sessions or transactions are identified and stored for further processing.
Data cleaning. Not every access to the content should be taken into consideration. We need to remove accesses to irrelevant items (such as button images), accesses by Web crawlers (i.e. non-human accesses), and failed requests.
Efficient user identification. The user's IP address is but poor useridentification information [e.g. 38, 39] . Many users can be assigned the same IP address and on the other hand one user can have several different IP addresses even in the same session. The first inconvenience is usually the side-effect of intermediary proxy devices and local network gateways. Also, many users can have access to the same computer. The second problem occurs when the ISP is performing load balancing over several proxies. All this prevents us from easily identifying and tracking the user. By using the information contained in the "referrer" and "browser" fields we can distinguish between some users that have the same IP, however, a complete distinction is not possible. Cookies can be used for better user identification. Users can block or delete cookies but it is estimated that well over 90% of users have cookies enabled [40] . Another means of good user identification is assigning users usernames and passwords. However, requiring users to authenticate is inappropriate for Web browsing in general.
Session identification and path completion. Sessions should be detected for the Web usage mining process discussed in Section 6. This operation is carried out using the assumption that if a certain predefined period of time between two accesses is exceeded a new session starts at that point. Sessions can have some missing parts. This is due to the browser's own caching mechanism and also because of the intermediate proxy-caches. The missing parts can be inferred from the site's structure [37] .
Transaction identification. Some authors propose dividing or joining the sessions into meaningful clusters, i.e. transactions. Pages visited within a session can be categorized as auxiliary or content pages. Auxiliary pages are used for navigation, i.e. the user is not interested in the content (at the time) but is merely trying to navigate from one page to another. Content pages, on the other hand, are pages that seem to provide some useful contents to the user. The transaction generation process usually tries to distinguish between auxiliary and content pages to produce the so called auxiliary-content transactions (consisting of auxiliary pages up to and including the first content page) and the so called content-only transactions (consisting of only content pages). Several approaches, such as transaction identification by reference length [37] and transaction identification by maximal forward reference [37, 61] are available for this purpose.
Content data preparation.
In the content data preparation phase [e.g. 26], the contents are converted into a more suitable representational form (see Section 4.1.1). In addition stop-list, and/or word stemming are used to reduce the dimensionality of such representations. The result of this sub-phase is most likely a large and sparse document-by-term matrix suitable for contentbased filtering and also used for solving the sparsity problem in collaborative filtering, as discussed in [41, 43] .
Content Based User Profiling
Large amount of information available in electronic form and offered to the users brings a number of challenges to the users and to research community. The provided information is often an arbitrary mixture of text, speech, image and video in the same document, potentially distributed over different locations and can be frequently changing especially if published on the Web. An additional challenge (and source of information) comes from the fact that different target public and communities meet on the Web around many different topics. One of the commonly addressed problems is providing help to the users in searching and browsing the Web. Some of the developed systems address this problem based on the content analysis using mostly text from the documents while the others are based on information about document relevancy such as users' rating or behavior of the users. For instance, content analysis is used for providing help to the user in Web browsing by retrieving documents similar to the already requested documents [28] . This Section gives an overview of the methods for automatic user and document profiling that are based on the content of text documents. There are also manual approaches where a user profile is constructed, usually by the user or domain expert, in a form of rules, filters, scripts, such as filters for sorting incoming e-mails into the user e-mail folders. Manual approaches to user profiling are not addressed in this paper.
Handling Text Data
Recent developments at the intersection of Information Retrieval [32] , Data Mining [14, 15, 34] and Machine Learning [12, 24] , Natural Language Processing [23] as well as work in Adaptive Hypermedia [7] offer some novel solutions helping users in making a good and quick selection of information they are interested in. These results with the intensive development of methods using primarily data mining and machine learning techniques on text databases, commonly referred to as Text Mining. Some of the typical aspects of text mining research involve development of models for reasoning about text documents based on words, phrases, linguistic and grammatical properties of text and; extracting information and knowledge from large amounts of text documents.
Data representation.
One of the first steps when handling text data is decision on the appropriate representation of text to be used. The frequently used representation is so called word-vector representation (or bag-of-words representation) where all the words from a document are taken in a "bag" while ignoring ordering of words or any structure of the text. When having a set of documents, each document is represented as a word-vector having one component for each of the words that occur in any of the documents from the addressed document collection (see Figure 1 ). We all agree that there is additional information in text documents that could be used, such as some natural language information about the structure of the sentences, word type and role, position of the words or neighboring words. The question is how much can we gain considering additional information in the data analysis (and what information to consider) and what is the price we have to pay for it? There is currently no established comparison or directions for text document representation that we are aware of. There is some evidence in information retrieval research, that for long documents, considering information additional to the word-vectors is not worth the efforts. There is some work on document profiling that extends the word-vector representation by using word sequences (n-grams) instead of single words [29] . This work suggests that the usage of single words and word pairs as features in the word-vector representation improves classification performance of document profiles generated from short documents.
Selection of words.
One of the characteristics of text data is usually a large number of different words that occur in the set of text documents. One of the frequently used approaches to reduce the number of different words is to remove words that occur in the stop-list containing common English words, such as "a", "the", "with" or pruning the infrequent words [9, 16, 29] . The other common text pre-processing step that is complementary to stop-word removal is replacing surface form of a word by its stem. It reduces the number of different words using a natural language-specific stemming algorithm, for instance, replacing "lives", "live", "lived" by "live". Natural language independent approach to reducing the number of different words is based on scoring the words in order to select only the best words [10, 16, 29] or reduce the dimensionality using latent semantic indexing with singular value decomposition [4] or concept decomposition using clustering [11] . Experiments with different numbers of selected features used in text classification [16, 29, 35] indicate that the best results are obtained either using only a small percentage of carefully selected features (up to 10% of all features) or in some case using all the features. Surprisingly good results are obtained using a simple frequency measure in a combination with a "stop-list" [29, 35] . Algorithms for data analysis. In Information Retrieval, one of the wellestablished techniques for text document classification is to represent each document using word-vector representation with TFIDF weight (see equation (1) ) assign to each word as introduced in [33] and generate a document profile as a sum of all the interesting document vectors. The obtained profile is than used for deciding if the new document is relevant (based on the relevance feedback method Rocchio 1971). Each component of a document word-vector is calculated as the product of Term Frequency (TF) -the number of times word W occurred in a document and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). This can be illustrated by the following equation:
Where D is the number of documents and document frequency DF(W) is the number of documents word W occurred in at least once. The exact formulas used in different approaches may slightly vary but the idea remains the same. A new document is then represented as a vector in the same vector space as the generated model and the distance between these two vectors is measured (usually using the cosine similarity measure) in order to classify the document. This technique is commonly used as a baseline when testing performance of document categorization algorithms and in most cases shows to be inferior to the other document profiling methods.
An extension of TFIDF proposed in [16] called Probabilistic-TFIDF takes into account document representation and was shown to achieve results better than TFIDF and comparable to the Naive Bayesian classifier. The Naive Bayesian classifier and the k-Nearest Neighbor are two classifiers commonly used in machine learning. For instance, the Naive Bayesian classifier was used in [10, 16, 25, 29] and the Nearest Neighbor algorithm was used in [25, 35] . There is a number of other algorithms, with background mainly in machine learning, that have been successfully used for document or user profiling that, such as Decision Rules and Inductive Logic Programming algorithms FOIL and FLIPPER used in [9] , Winnow used in [2] , Support Vector Machines used in [17, 6] . Support Vector Machines is considered as one of the most successful algorithms for document profiling. Active learning, as one of the approaches aiming at reducing the number of needed labeled documents, was used on text data [30] in a combination with Query by Committee and the Expectation Maximization algorithm.
User Profiling for Web Browsing
In the content-based approach to user profiling, a profile is based on the content that was requested/visited by the user. One of the main problems with this approach is in capturing different aspects of a complex content such as images or video. In this paper we deal only with text content. Even for text domains, most approaches capture only certain aspects of the content and hope that the main information needed to solve the addressed problem is preserved.
There are different systems that generate the user profile and use it to help the user in Web browsing. Some of them a pro-active and crawl the Web looking for the Web pages that match the user profile. Some of them require feedback from the user, for instance in the form of evaluation of the retrieved pages [3] that is used to update the profile. The others infer the user interests from the browsing behavior [22, 28] . Some approaches combine document profiling and user profiling, generating a separate user profile for each topic category [1, 3] . User profiling is not necessary connected to Web browsing and can be used in any situation where the user is accessing some content, for instance, in news filtering [20] , for composing a personalized newspaper [18] , for finding relevant contact person for a specific topic [19] or relevant answer using Frequently Asked Questions [8] .
One of the ways of helping the user in Web browsing is by predicting the clicked hyperlinks from the set of Web documents already visited by the user. While the user profile is generated using some of the text data handling approaches (see Section 3.1). This is performed on-line while the user is sitting behind some Web browser and waiting for the requested document. As an example, we here describe a system named Personal WebWatcher [25] that generates a separate model for each user off-line and uses it for highlighting the promising hyperlinks on the requested Web documents. The structure of the system is shown in Figure 2 . There is the user on one end and the Web on the other end. Between them is Personal WebWatcher acting as a proxy server. It consists of: proxy that gets http requests from the browser and fetches the requested Web page; adviser that gets the original Web page and extracts the hyperlinks from it and composes the modified Web page by highlighting the promising hyperlinks based on the scores assigned to all the extracted hyperlinks; classifier that threats each extracted hyperlink as an example and uses the induced model of the user interests to assign a score to each of them; LEARNER that gets a collection of visited documents and induces a model of the user's interests based on the Web documents. Browsing the Web is supported here by highlighting promising (ie., interesting) hyperlinks on the requested Web documents. The assumption is that the interesting hyperlinks are the hyperlinks that are highly probable to be clicked by the user. The problem is defined as predicting clicked hyperlinks from the set of Web documents visited by the user. All hyperlinks on the visited documents are used for constructing training examples needed by the profile generation algorithm. Each is assigned one of the two class values: positive (the user clicked on the hyperlink) or negative (the user did not click on the hyperlink). Each hyperlink is represented as a kind of small document containing underlined words, words in a window around them and words in all the headings above the hyperlink (the most recent hading for each html-tag for heading size h1 through h6).
As already pointed out, a profile is generated for each user independently of other users. This profile can be further used to compare different users and to share knowledge between them. This sharing of knowledge is related to collaborative approach to user profiling and collaborative intelligent agents [26] . A way of cooperation between different users using the same system for user customized Web browsing is on the model induction level. Namely, even though each user has a separate user profile, they have a similar form. If we could infer from the user profiles some higher-level knowledge that is independent of a specific set of documents, that knowledge could be shared between the users. That would be especially valuable for new users, where only a small set of documents is available for the model induction.
Document Profiling for Categorization
Automatic categorization of text document is a well known problem that has attracted many researchers. We describe it here on a problem of document profiling based on a large hierarchy of Web documents [29] . Handling a hierarchy of categories (sometimes also referred to as a topic ontology) can be seen as an extension of the usually addressed problem of document categorization into a flat structure of categories, such as the collection of Reuters news articles. In a Web hierarchy (such as, Yahoo! or Open Directory) documents are connected with hyperlinks forming a hierarchical structure with more general categories closer to the root of the hierarchy. Each category is denoted by keywords that appear on the path from the tree root to the node representing the category. More specific category is named by adding a keyword to the name of the more general category directly connected to it (one level higher in the tree). Some nodes at the bottom of the tree contain mostly hyperlinks to actual Web documents, while the other nodes contain mostly or even only hyperlinks to other nodes in the hierarchy. The goal here is to assign to an arbitrary text document the right category within the given hierarchy as accurate and as fast as possible. The evaluation of the system is based on the list of categories and keywords that are assigned the highest probability. The system architecture proposed in [29] is shown in Figure 3 .
In order to handle the hierarchical structure of categories, the whole problem is divided into sub-problems, each corresponding to one of the original categories. For each of the sub-problems, a classifier is constructed using machine learning methods [24] that predicts the probability that a document is a member of the corresponding category. On each of the subproblems the Naive Bayesian classifier [24] is used on word-vector document representation, where each feature represents a sequence of words instead of representing a single word. This approach is not limited to Web hierarchy and can be applied on other hierarchies like for instance, thesaurus. Fig. 3 . Architecture of the system for automatic document categorization. First a set of labeled Web documents is processed to get the set of potential feature (words and phrases) to be used in document representation. This phase is named feature construction. Then, all the documents are represented using the constructed features and a feature selection is applied on each of the defined sub-problems. For each of the sub-problems, a classifier is constructed capturing a profile of the corresponding document subset and used later for categorization of a new document.
Collaborative User Profiling
Collaborative user profiling as addressed here is using collaborative filtering. It is based on the assumption that "similar users have similar preferences". In other words, by finding users that are similar to the active user and by examining their preferences, the recommender system can (i) predict the active user's preferences for certain items and (ii) provide a ranked list of items which active user will most probably like. Collaborative filtering generally ignores the form and the content of the items and can therefore also be applied to non-textual items. Furthermore, collaborative filtering can detect relationships between items that have no content similarities but are linked implicitly through the groups of users accessing them. These groups (communities) are formed around a specific user profile.
Problem Setting for Collaborative Filtering
Before going into any detail, let us first look at the "naive" approach to collaborative filtering that we use in everyday life. If we want to predict how much we will like a movie, we simply look at its average rating at our favorite public list of movie ratings (eg., at IMDb.com). In this case, the prediction is based on ratings given to this movie by other users, and on the assumption that their tastes are similar to ours. Many times, however, we find the movie in question to be over-or underrated by average viewers. This clearly shows that our naive approach is not the most efficient one. Maybe we should ask a friend who we consider to have a similar taste. With this kind of thinking we are moving towards a better approach to collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering compares users according to their preferences. Therefore, a database of users' preferences must be available. The preferences can be collected either explicitly (explicit rating) or implicitly (implicit rating). In the first case the user's participation is required. The user explicitly submits his/her rating of the given item. Such rating can, for example, be given as a score on a rating scale from 1 to 5. The implicit ratings, on the other hand, are derived from monitoring the user's behavior. In the context of the Web, access logs can be examined to determine such implicit preferences. For example, if the user accessed the document, he/she implicitly rated it 1. Otherwise the document is assumed to be rated 0 by the user (i.e. "did not visit").
The collaborative filtering process can be divided into two phases: (i) the model generation phase and (ii) the recommendation phase. Algorithms which tend to skip the first phase are the so called memory-based approaches (also referred to as lazy learning approaches or the nearest neighbors algorithms) (see Section 5.2). The preferences database is a huge user-by-item matrix, R = [r i,j ], constructed from the data at hand. A matrix element r i,j represents user i's rating of item j. Memory-based approaches search the matrix for relationships between users and/or items. Model-based approaches, on the other hand, use the data from R to build a model that enables faster and more accurate recommendations (see Sections 5.3-5.6). The model generation is usually performed offline over several hours or days.
When dealing with collaborative filtering, two fundamental problems of collaborative filtering have to be taken into account: (i) the sparsity of the data and (ii) the scalability problem. The first problem, which we encounter when R is missing many values, can be partially solved by incorporating other data sources (such as the contents of the items) [41] , by clustering users and/or items [42, 43] , or by reducing the dimensionality of the initial matrix (see Section 5.3). The last two techniques also counter the scalability problem. This problem arises from the fact that the basic nearest neighbor algorithm fails to scale up its computation with the growth of the number of users and the number of items. Some of the approaches for countering the two problems are described in Section 5.3.
5.2.
Memory-Based Approach to Collaborative Filtering Approach Description. A straightforward algorithmic approach to collaborative filtering involves finding k nearest neighbors (i.e. the most similar users) of the active user and averaging their ratings of the item in question. Even better, we can calculate weighted average of the ratings, weights being similarity, correlation or distance factors (later on in the text the term similarity is used to denote any of the three measures) between a neighbor-user and the active user [e.g. 42]. We can look at a user as being a feature vector. In this aspect, items that are being rated are features and ratings given by the user to these items are feature values. The following formula can be applied to predict user u's rating of item i:
Where w(u 1 , u 2 ) is the weight which is higher for more similar, less distant or more correlated users (feature vectors), u v is the mean rating given by user u, v j,i is the rating of item i given by user j, and κ is merely a normalization factor which depends on our choice of weighting.
When representing a user as a feature vector, many of the features have missing values, since not every item was explicitly rated by the user. This fact introduces the sparsity problem which implies that measuring similarity between two feature vectors is not a trivial task. Many times two feature vectors have only a few or no overlapping values at all. When the similarity is computed over only a few values, the similarity measure is unreliable. Furthermore, when there is no overlapping between two vectors, the degree of similarity can not be determined.
Equation (2) was introduced by [44] . If no ratings of item i are available, the prediction is equal to the average rating given by user u. This is an evident improvement of the equation that simply calculates weighted average.
Weight Computation. The weights can be defined in many different ways. The most popular ways are presented in this section.
Cosine Similarity. The similarity measure can be based on the cosine of the angle between two feature vectors. This technique was primarily used in information retrieval for calculating similarity between two documents, where documents were usually represented as vectors of word frequencies. In this context, weights can be defined as given in equation (3) .
Pearson Correlation. Alternatively to using cosine similarity, weights can be defined in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient [44] . Pearson correlation (given in equation (4)) is also used in statistics to evaluate the degree of linear relationship between two variables. It ranges from -1 (a perfect negative relationship) to +1 (a perfect positive relationship), with 0 stating that there is no relationship whatsoever. (2), we can lower the weights that are based on only few items and vice versa [e.g. 43] . Additionally, we can amplify weights [42] . This means that we reward weights that are close to 1 and punish those that are close to 0. Another approach for bettering the weights is also the application of the inverse user frequency as described in [42] . The main idea is that universally liked items are less relevant for predictions than those that are popular with a smaller number of people. Therefore, we transform each rating by multiplying it with the inverse user frequency which is defined as log n/n j , where n j is the number of users who have rated item j and n is the total number of users.
Default Rating. The problem with the Pearson correlation formula is that only the overlapping ratings can be used for computation. Due to high sparsity of the data, the number of overlapping ratings is rather small. If user A is overlapping with user B in items 1, 2 and 7, and user B is overlapping with user C in items 4, 8 and 12, but users A and C are not overlapping in their rated items, then no relationship can be detected between users A and C. In other words, using Pearson correlation we cannot detect transitive relationships. To avoid this problem, we introduce a slightly modified equation, referred to as default rating. Instead of considering the intersection of available ratings from both users, we now take their union and fill in the missing values with some predefined default value d [42] . At this point we could also consider filling in the user's average rating instead of the constant d. The missing ratings could also be predicted by averaging the ratings of the items that have similar content. The latter possibility is explored by the so called content-boosted collaborative filtering [41] .
Dimensionality Reduction Techniques for Collaborative User Profiling
In collaborative user profiling, we are initially dealing with a huge user-by-item matrix. Since there can be millions of users and millions of items, the need to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix emerges. The reduction can be carried out by selecting only relevant users (instance selection) and/or by selecting only relevant items (feature selection). Other forms of dimensionality reduction can also be employed, as described later on in this section. It is shown by some researchers that feature selection, instance selection and other dimensionality reduction techniques not only counter the scalability problem but also result in more accurate recommendations [43, 45, 47] . Furthermore, the sparsity of the data is consequentially decreased.
When reducing the dimensionality, the first possibility that comes to mind is the removal of the users that did not rate enough items to participate in collaborative filtering. From the remaining users, we can randomly choose n users to limit our search for the neighborhood of the active user. This method is usually referred to as random sampling. Also, rarely rated items can be removed for better performance. Still, these relatively simple approaches are usually not sufficient for achieving high scalability and maintaining the recommendation accuracy.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
One of the more sophisticated dimensionality reduction approach is called Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [48] . It is based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the user-by-item matrix. By using linear algebra, a matrix can be decomposed into a triplet, namely M = UΣVT. The diagonal matrix Σ holds the singular values of M. If we set all but K largest singular values to zero and thus obtain Σ', we can approximate M as M' = UΣ'VT. By doing so, we transform our initial highdimensional matrix into a K-dimensional (low-dimensional) space. The neighborhood of the user can now be determined by transforming the user vector into the low-dimensional space of the approximated matrix and finding k nearest points representing other users. Searching through a lowdimensional space is clearly faster. Furthermore, dimensionality reduction reduces sparsity and captures transitive relationships among users. This results in higher accuracy.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA).
On the basis of LSA, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) was presented [46] . pLSA has its roots in information retrieval but can also be employed for collaborative filtering [45] . In a statistical model, an event like "person u 'clicked on' item i" is presented as an observation pair (u, i) (note that in such case we are dealing with implicit ratings). User u and item i "occur" paired with a certain probability: P(u, i). We are in fact interested in the conditional probability of item i occurring given user u: P(i | u). This conditional form is more suitable for collaborative filtering since we are interested in the active user's interests.
The main idea of an aspect model (such as pLSA) is to introduce a latent variable z, with a state for every possible occurrence of (u, i). User and item are rendered independent, conditioned on z: P(u, i) = P(z)P(u | z)P(i | z). P(i | u) can be written as given in the equation (5).
Note that we limit the number of different states of z so that it is much smaller than the number of (u, i) pairs. Let us denote the number of users with N u , the number of items with N i , and the number of different states of z with N z , where N z << N u , N i . We can describe the probabilities P(i | u) with S 1 = N i × N u independent parameters. On the other hand, we can summarize the probabilities P(i | z) and P(z | u) with S 2 = N i × N z + N u × N z independent parameters. The dimensionality reduction is evident from the fact that S 2 < S 1 (if N z is small enough). Such latent class models tend to combine items into groups of similar items, and users into groups of similar users. In contrast to clustering techniques (see Section 5.6), pLSA allows partial memberships in clusters (clusters being different states of z).
In equation (5), the probabilities P(z | u) and P(i | z) can be determined by the Expectation Minimization algorithm using various mixture models. To support explicit ratings, we extend pLSA by incorporating rating to our observation pair and thus observing triplets of the form (u, i, r), where r represents a rating score.
The relation of this method to LSA and SVD can be explained by representing the probabilities P(u, i) in the form of a matrix M p which can be decomposed into three matrices, namely M p = U p Σ p V p T . The elements of these matrices are u i,k = P(u i | z k ), σ k,k = P(z k ), v j,k = P(i j | z k ) [40] .
Incorporating content into a latent class statistical model. A similar way of dimensionality reductions is to first convert the user-by-item matrix into a user-by-class matrix [43] . Items are classified by using the Naive Bayesian classifier and the Expectation Minimization algorithm. The classification is carried out according to the textual contents of items [49] . Each element of this new matrix is a total of all the items' ratings within a particular class, with respect to the specific user. This way, we can define the neighborhood of the user faster, since the number of classes is much smaller than the number of items. We can also apply instance selection in an elegant way. In a latent class statistical mixture model (e.g. pLSA), a (user, item) pair occurs with a certain probability. More precisely
, that can be transformed as given in equation (6) .
The latter depicts the relevancy of user u to item i based on a latent class model. Probabilities P(c | i) have already been determined in the classification phase. Additionally, P(c | u) and P(c) are approximated from the data at hand (see [43] ). For the given target item we only need to consider instances (i.e. users) with high probability of occurring paired with the target item.
Collaborative Filtering as a Classification Task
The collaborative filtering task can also be interpreted as a classification task, classes being different rating scores [50] . Virtually any supervised learning algorithm can be applied to perform classification (i.e. prediction). For each user we train a separate classifier. A train set consists of feature vectors representing items the user already rated, classifications being rating scores from the user. Clearly the problem occurs if our training algorithm cannot handle missing values in the sparse feature vectors. It is suggested by [50] to represent each user by several instances (optimally, one instance for each possible rating score). On a 1-5 rating scale, user A would be represented with 5 instances, namely A-rates-1, A-rates-2, ..., A-rates-5. The instance Arates-3, for example, would hold ones ('1') for each item that user A rated 3 and zeros ('0') for all other items. This way, we fill in the missing values. We can now use such binary feature vectors for training. To predict a rating, we need to classify the item into one of the classes representing rating scores. If we wanted to predict scores on a continuous scale, we would have to use a regression approach instead of classification.
Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
All the collaborative filtering approaches we have discussed so far are usercentric in the way that they concentrate on determining the user's neighborhood. Some researchers also considered item-based collaborative filtering [51] . The main idea is to compute item-item similarities (according to the users' ratings) offline and make use of them in the online phase. To predict user u's rating of item i, the online algorithm computes a weighted sum of the user u's ratings over k items that are most similar to item i. The main question in this approach is how to evaluate item-item similarities to compute a weighted sum of the ratings. Item-item similarities can be computed using the techniques for computing user-user similarities, described in Section 5. The winning technique, according to [51] , is the so called adjusted cosine similarity measure. This is a variant of cosine similarity which incorporates the fact that different users may have different rating scales. The similarity measures are then used as weights for calculating a weighted sum of k nearest items.
Some Other Approaches
Let us briefly summarize some other techniques. Interested reader should consider the appropriate additional reading.
Horting. Horting is a graph-theoretic approach to collaborative filtering [52] . It involves building a directed graph in which vertices represent users and edges denote the degree of similarity between them. If we are trying to predict user u's rating of item i, we need to find a directed path from user u to a user who has rated item i. By using linear transformations assigned to edges along the path, we can predict user u's rating of item i. No other user along this path rated item i. This means that horting also explores transitive relationships between users.
Clustering Techniques. Bayesian and non-Bayesian clustering techniques can be used to build clusters (or neighborhoods) of similar users [42, 43, 45] . The active user is a member of a certain cluster. To predict his/her rating of item i, we compute the average rating for item i within the cluster that the user belongs to. Some such methods allow partial membership of the user in more than one cluster. In such case, the predicted rating is summed over several clusters, weighted by the user's participation degree. Clustering techniques can also be used as instance selection techniques (instances being users) that are used to shrink the candidate set for the k nearest neighbors algorithm.
Bayesian Networks. Bayesian networks with a decision tree at each node have also been applied to collaborative filtering [42, 53] . Nodes correspond to items, and states of each node correspond to possible rating scores. Conditional probabilities at each node are represented in a form of decision trees in which nodes again are items, edges represent preferences, and leaves represent possible states (i.e. rating scores). Bayesian networks are build offline over several hours or even days. This approach is not suitable in systems that need to update rapidly and frequently.
Web Usage Mining for User Profiling
Web usage mining differs from collaborative filtering in the fact that we are not interested in explicitly discovering user profiles but rather usage profiles. When preprocessing a log file we do not concentrate on efficient identification of unique users but rather try to identify separate user sessions. These sessions are then used to form the so called transactions (see [37] ). In the following stage, Web usage mining techniques are applied to identify frequent item-sets, sequential patterns, clusters of related pages and association rules (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3). Web usage mining can be used to support dynamic structural changes of a Web site in order to suit the active user, and to make recommendations to the active user that help him/her in further navigation through the site he/she is currently visiting. Furthermore, recommendations can be made to the site administrators and designers, regarding structural changes to the site in order to enable more efficient browsing. In the case of implementing Web usage mining system in the form of a proxy server, predictions about which pages are likely to be visited in near future can be made, based on the active users' behavior. Such pages can be pre-fetched to reduce access times.
Web Usage Mining vs. Collaborative Filtering
Web usage mining shows some similarities to collaborative filtering. If we consider pages to be items and we are able to efficiently identify users, we can perform collaborative filtering in order to provide the active user with recommendations about which pages he/she should also visit. Furthermore, we can point out links to pages that the active user will probably navigate to next. This approach, however, has several drawbacks. Each time the user accesses the site he/she may have different browsing goals. The user might prefer recommendations that focus on his current interest. Furthermore, the information about the sequential order of accesses is discarded in collaborative filtering. It is shown in [54] that this piece of information is significant for predictive tasks such as pre-fetching while it is less desirable for the recommendation tasks of collaborative filtering. Another problem arises when an efficient tracking mechanism based on user authentication and/or cookies is not available. In this case it is probably better to perform a variant of Web usage mining. Since the user may have different browsing goals each time he/she accesses the site and since sessions are easier to identify in log files than users, sessions can be used as instances (instead of users). Each session is thus represented in the form of a feature vector as follows: s = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ), where weight w k is determined by the degree of the user's interest in the k-th page during session s, as described in Section 6.2.
We are now dealing with feature vectors, features being items (pages), just as in collaborative filtering. However, in this case vectors represent sessions and not users, which distinguish Web usage mining from collaborative filtering.
Algorithmic Approach
In this section we describe the algorithm for Web usage mining, presented in [55] . In the data preprocessing phase we extract a set of transactions [37] . Each transaction can be represented as a feature vector, features being pages and feature values being weights denoting the degree of the user's interest in a certain page during the transaction: t = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ). Weights w k can be defined in different ways. One of the possibilities is to represent them by the amount of time the user spends on a page. Note that the Web server has no exact notion of the time spent on a page. The duration of the visit can only be estimated from the time difference between two consecutive accesses. This approach seems reasonable, since it tends to weight content pages higher. However, it was observed in [55] that one long access can completely obscure the importance of other relevant pages. If we are dealing with transactions that do not contain navigational pages since these were filtered out, it is probably better to use other approaches. In such case, weights can be defined by the number of times a page was visited during the transaction. We can also simply use binary values stating "the page was visited at least once" and "the page was not visited". Once a vector representation of transactions is obtained, we need to define a distance measure d(t 1 , t 2 ) between two vectors for the purpose of clustering the transactions. Cosine similarity measure can be used; the distance is in this case computed as d(t 1 , t 2 ) = 1 -cosθ(t 1 , t 2 ), where θ is the angle between the two vectors t 1 and t 2 . Another possibility is to use the Euclidean distance, computed as
. We can also define the distance measure by counting the number of overlapping non-zero weights n ovrl in both vectors; d(t 1 , t 2 ) = 1 -n ovrl /n. The latter measure is used when comparing the active user's current session to the cluster medians, as described later on in the text.
In the next step, an unsupervised clustering algorithm is employed to discover different usage profiles. There are several well-known approaches that can be employed for this tasks, such as the leader algorithm, k-means algorithm, fuzzy membership approaches, Bayesian clustering, etc. Once clusters are obtained, a median transaction can be computed for each cluster: ) ,..., , ( The active user's current session (referred to as an active session) is maintained in the form of a vector. Each time the user requests a new page, the vector is updated and compared to cluster medians in order to find the cluster in which the user's current browsing behavior can be categorized. Not all similarity measures are equally successful in this task. In [55] weights are computed by counting the number of overlapping non-zero weights (denoted by n ovrl ) in both vectors (the active session vector and cluster median t ) and applying the following distance formula: n
In the following step, medians and thus clusters that are very similar to the active session (this means that the distance is below some predetermined threshold) are discovered. Pages in these clusters that have high median weights and are not contained in the active session are then recommended to the user. An additional weighting can be done to reward pages that are farther away from the active session with respect to the site's structure. These recommendations tend to be more interesting, since they are providing shortcuts to other (distant) sections of the site. Other more sophisticated methods for providing interesting recommendations have also been discussed [59] .
Some authors argue that clustering based on distance measures is not the most prospective approach [58] . They state that the similarity (distance) computation is not a trivial task since vector representations are usually not good behavioral indicators when it comes to Web transactions. They propose a slightly different approach involving association rules discovery. These approaches are discussed in the next section.
Association Rules Discovery in Web Usage Mining
Some authors find the association rules discovery approach to be more prospective than the approach discussed in Section 6.2. After transactions are detected in the preprocessing phase, frequent item-sets are discovered using the A-priori algorithm [e.g. 60]. The support of item-set I is defined as the fraction of transactions that contain I and is denoted by σ(I). Given two itemsets X and Y, the association rule can be expressed as <X⇒Y, σ r , α r >, where σ r is the support of X∪Y and α r is the confidence of the rule given by σ r /σ(X).
Hypergraph Representation of Frequent Item-sets. Frequent item-sets and their corresponding association rules are represented in the form of a hypergraph. A hypergraph is an extension of a graph where each hyperedge can connect more than two vertices. A hyperedge connects URLs within a frequent item-set. Each hyperedge is weighted by the averaged confidence of all the possible association rules formed on the basis of the frequent item-set that the hyperedge represents. The hyperedge weight can be perceived as a degree of similarity between URLs (vertices). Since the hyperedge weight can be interpreted as a degree of similarity between vertices, the hypergraph can be partitioned into clusters using the hypergraph partitioning methods [e.g. 62] . Clusters formed in this way are examined to filter out vertices that are not highly connected to the rest of the vertices in the cluster. The measure for determining the degree of connectedness between vertex v and cluster c is defined as follows:
Equation (7) measures the percentage of edges within the cluster that vertex v is associated to. A high degree of connectedness indicates that v is connected to many other vertices in the partition and is thus highly connected to the partition. Figure 4 shows a simple hypergraph consisting of two hyperedges corresponding to two item-sets {url1, url2, url3} and {url1, url2, url4, url5}. Let us say, for example, that all possible association rules derived from the first item-set have the following confidence values (noted above the "implies" ⇒ {url 1 ,url 2 }. In this case the average confidence value -and thus the hyperedge weight -is 0.6. In this example, the other hyperedge has a weight of 0.1. If we now wish to partition this hypergraph into two clusters, we need to cut one or more hyperedges so that there are no interconnections between the two clusters. The cost of the partitioning is the sum of the weights of all the hyperedges that are cut in the process. We need to minimize this cost to make the partitioning reasonable. If we cut, for example, between vertices url 1 and url 2 , the cost is 0.6 + 0.1 = 0.7. The lowest cost is achieved by cutting the hyperedge between url 2 and url 4 , or between url 4 and url 5 (the cost is 0.1). The first cut gives us a more balanced partitioning, so it is best to cut the hyperedge between url 2 and url 4 (the dashed line). This gives us two clusters, namely {url 1 , url 2 , url 3 } and {url 4 , url 5 }. In the first cluster, url 1 and url 2 are more strongly connected to the cluster than url 3 (see the definition of the connectedness function, conn(v, c)). Whether we filter url 3 out or not, depends on our choice of the threshold. To maintain the active session, a sliding window is used to capture the most recent user's behavior. The window size is determined by the average transaction size, estimated during the pre-processing phase. At each step, the partial active session is matched with the usage clusters. Each cluster is represented in the form of a vector: c = (u 1 (c) , u 2 (c) , ..., u n (c) ), where u k is the weight associated with the k-th URL (url k ) in the following way:
The partial active session is represented as a binary vector s = (s 1 , ..., s n ), where s k = 1 if the user accessed url k in this session, and s k = 0, otherwise. The next step is to compute the cluster-session matching score, match(s, c). In [58] the following equation is presented:
After matching clusters are determined, the final step is to compute a recommendation score for URL u contained in a matching cluster, according to session s:
where an additional weighting is assigned to reward pages that are farther away from the active session with respect to the site's structure (incorporated with the so called link distance factor, ldf(s, u) [see 58]). URLs with high recommendation scores are recommended to the active user.
Incorporating sequential order of accesses. Sequential order of the accesses in transactions is an important piece of information, mainly for the pre-fetching task. The association rules discovery approach to Web usage mining can be extended with the ability to detect frequent traversal patterns (termed large reference sequences) rather than frequent item-sets [61] . Other steps of this approach are modified accordingly, but are similar to the steps of the described approach using hypergraph representation.
Challenges
As already said, semantic web is about producing semantic annotations and meta-data for the data which are used for various applications. User profiles in the form of models serve as a source of annotations for softer kinds of data, where not only one semantics (or understanding) is sensible. User models are built by automatic or semi-automatic means using machine learning and data mining methods. One of the most important challenges for building usermodels is an efficient semi-automatic mode where only limited amount of human time is available for providing answers to different questions.
In real-world situations we would like to reduce the amount of that manual work needed by most of the approaches to automatic document filtering, categorization, user profiling, information extraction, text tagging. For instance, in document profiling for automatic document categorization, we start with a set of documents where each document is assigned to some categories based on its content such as in Yahoo collection. Using unlabeled data and bootstrapping learning are two directions that enable important reduction in the needed amount of hand labeling and can potentially be useful for semantic Web applications.
In document categorization using unlabeled data, we need a small number of labeled documents and a large pool of unlabeled documents, eg., classify an article in one of the 20 News groups, classify Web page as student, faculty, course, project,... The approach proposed by [30, 31] can be described as combining Expectation Maximization and the Naive Bayesian classifier as follows. First, train a classifier with only labeled documents and use the trained classifier to assign probabilistically-weighted class labels to all unlabeled documents. Then, train a new classifier using all the documents and iterate until the classifier remains unchanged. It can be seen that the final result heavily depends on the quality of the labels assigned to the small set of hand labeled data, but it is much easier to hand label a small set of examples with a good quality than a large set of examples with medium quality.
Bootstrap learning to classify Web pages is based on the fact that most of the Web pages have some hyperlinks pointing to them. Using that we can describe each Web page either by its content or by the content of the hyperlinks that point to it. First, a small number (eg., 12 documents) of documents is labeled and each is described using the two description. One classifier is constructed from each description independently and used to label a large set of unlabeled documents. A few of that documents for which the prediction was the most confident are added to the set of the labeled documents and the whole loop is repeated. In this way we start with a small set of labeled documents enlarging it through the iterations and hoping that the initial labels were a good coverage of the problem space. This approach was proposed in [5] and supported by the computational learning theory in the proposed Co-Training theorem.
Recent potentially relevant work includes also mining the extracted data [13] , where Information Extraction is used to automatically collect information about different companies from the Web. Data Mining methods are then used on the extracted data. As Web documents are naturally through the hyperlinks organized in a graph structure, there are also research efforts on using that graph structure to improve document categorization [9] , to improve Web search and visualization of the Web. Usefulness of these methods in semantic Web context is a matter of future research. Marko Grobelnik is an expert in analysis of large amounts of complex data with the purpose to extract useful knowledge. In particular, the areas of expertise comprise: Data Mining, Text Mining, Information Extraction, Link
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